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Early Learning Apps
Books/Stories

Songs/Music

Letters/Sounds

Animals

Numbers/Counting

Fine-Motor/Art
Colors/Shapes

Combination Apps (apps that include at least two of the following areas: letters,
numbers, colors, shapes)
Miscellaneous Apps (memory, matching, sorting, patterns, word play, etc.)
App Title

App Description

Price

KinderTown

KinderTown provides a constantly updated list of
educational apps designed for kids ages 3-6 years old.
All apps listed have all been tested and reviewed to
ensure quality and significant educational content.
Browse for apps by age of child, price of app, and type
of app (math, language, art, science, social studies,
etc.).

Free

Pat the Bunny

Options to “Read” or “Paint.” Interactive elements on
every reading page: tap to pop bubbles and to water
flowers; slide finger to make ducks swim. Recordable
narration. For “paint” option, child rubs finger over
black and white drawings from the book to make
colors magically appear.

$3.99

Recommended ages: 1-6+

Rainy Days: A
Stella and Sam
Adventure

This story app has no written text. The story is told
aloud and every page of the story features full screen
animations. Includes three simple games (make
paintings with paw prints; search through leaves
looking for treasures; race pinecones across a lake)
that move the story forward and facilitate
comprehension of the story.

$2.99

Recommended ages: 1-6+
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Bizzy Bear on
the Farm

Two reading modes: Read and Play or Read by Myself
(no narration). All pages have full-screen animations.
Characters give hints about what to do on every page.
Children tap and drag items on the screen to perform
farm chores (feed the pigs, drive the tractor over the
hills, put the sheep in the pen, etc.).

3.99

Designed for children ages 2 to 4 to read together
with an adult.

Five Little
Monkeys
Jumping on the
Bed
(Oceanhouse
Media)

Three ways to interact with book: “Read to Me”- listen
to the narrated story with words highlighted as they
are read; “Read it Myself”- read the book in its
traditional form; “Auto Play” -plays like a movie,
automatically reading and turning pages. Additionally,
words zoom up and are spoken when pictures are
touched and words are spoken when touched.

$2.99

Oceanhouse Media has many other book apps
available, including: 24 Dr. Seuss books, 3 Tacky the
Penguin books, Berenstein Bears, 10 Little Critter
Books, and 3 additional Five Little Monkeys books.
Recommended ages: 2-8+

The Three
Pandas
(See Here
Studios)
Miss Spider’s
Tea Party

Three ways to interact with book: “Read to Me”;
“Read it Myself”; and, “AutoPlay.” Option to record
your own voice. Over 60 touch animations.

$2.99

Recommended ages: 3-8

Options include: “Read to Me”; “Watch” (movie); and,
“Play” (matching game, coloring, and puzzles). Touch
images for animation.

$4.99

Additional Miss Spider books include: “Miss Spider’s
Bedtime Story” and “Miss Spider #1 (Espanol): Tea
Party for iPad.”
Recommended ages: 3-8+
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Ten Giggly
Gorillas

“Read to Me” (narrated) option available. The story is
told in a series of short rhymes, one per page. Each
rhyme describes one of the gorillas illustrated on the
page. The student touches the specified gorilla to
trigger an animation. Touch-activated dialogue
throughout the book.

$3.99

Includes a “Monkey Memory” game.

The Three Little Options include: “Read and Play” (story is read aloud,
but user needs to touch images to activate animations
Pigs
(Nosy Crow)

$5.99

and press arrows to go to next page); “Read to Me”
(autoplay mode); and “Read by Myself.”
Also available from Nosy Crow: “Cinderella- Nosy
Crow animated picture book” for $7.99.
Recommended ages: 3-8+

5 Little Ducks
(Perplext)

5 Little Ducks is one in a large series of “Sing ‘n Read”
apps by Perplext. Each page in the song/story includes
a colorful illustration and text. Each word is
highlighted as it is sung. Optional feature: choose
black-and-white illustration for each page and rub
finger across illustration to watch color magically
appear.

$1.99

Other Sing ‘n Read apps by Perplext include: Down by
the Bay; Eency Weency Spider; This Little Light of
Mine; Down on Grandpa’s Farm; 5 Little Monkeys;
and, Wheels on the Bus.

Wheels on the
Bus HD

Listen to song in English, Spanish, French, German, or
Italian. Hear music played on a violin, cello, piano, or
kazoo. Record your own voice. Tap and slide on
images for fun surprises.

(Duck Duck
Moose)

Duck Duck Moose has other song apps available,
including: Old McDonald, Itsy Bitsy Spider, and BaaBaa
Black Sheep.

$1.99
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Song lyrics available in four languages: English, French,
Japanese, and Spanish. Voice recording capabilities.
Animated bunny acts out song by pointing to head,
shoulders, knees, and toes. Tap on bunny’s head,
shoulders, knees, and toes to see written word and
hear spoken word corresponding to body part tapped.

$0.99

Old MacDonald On main screen, spin a wheel to choose one of 21
animals, some of which belong on a farm and some of
- HD

$1.99

Bunny Fun:
Head,
Shoulders,
Knees, and
Toes

(LoeschWare)

which do not. When a farm animal is selected, the app
displays a farm scene, sings a verse about the selected
animal, and provides an image of the animal to drag
and place in specified location within the scene. When
a non-farm animal is chosen, the app displays the
farm scene, says something silly about that animal not
belonging on a farm, and provides silly animation
removing animal from farm scene.
Also available from LoeschWare: “Five Little Monkeys
HD” for 1.99

Boogie Bopperthe toddler
music game

In free-play mode, tap colorful, on-screen circles to
$1.99
play notes and compose your own songs. In structured
mode, choose a familiar song from a list, then tap
specified circles to play the song.

Musical Me!
HD by Duck
Duck Moose

Includes 5 musical activities, each accompanied by
either a vocal or an instrumental version of a popular
children’s song, such as Mary Had a Little Lamb, Skip
to my Lou, Row Your Boat, Old McDonald, etc.
Activities include: Dance (tap, drag, or hold monsters
to make them dance to the beat); Rhythm (tap flying
birds to play a song); Instruments (play along with a
drum, cymbals, triangle, maracas, egg shaker, or
duck); Memory (listen to the notes and copy the
pattern); and, Notes (create your own music by
moving notes on a scale).

$1.99
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Zoola

Peekaboo Barn
for iPad
(Night & Day
Studios)

Over 400 photos of animals. Categories of animals
include: farm animals, water animals, safari animals
forest animals, and dogs. Tap on small image to see
corresponding large photo and hear corresponding
animal sound. Tap on speaker to hear name of animal.
Matching/memory game with option for 6, 12, or 24
cards.

$2.99

Zoola Baby Animals includes photos and
sounds of 30 baby animals. Tap the baby animal to
hear what sound it makes. Tap the adult animal to
hear what sound it makes. Tap the arrow buttons to
navigate between animals.

$0.99

Tap barn doors to see who is inside. After the animal
inside the barn is revealed, tap screen again to close
the doors.

$1.99

Free, “lite”
version
available.

Also available from Night & Day Studios: “Peekaboo
Forest” and “Peekaboo Wild” for $1.99 each.
Spanish language option available in settings.

Peekaboo HD
(Gotclues, Inc.)

Peekaboo
Ocean HD
(Touch &
Learn)

Tap hay bale to reveal farm animal and to see/hear
the animal’s name.

Free

Spanish language option available in settings.

Animals are partially hidden in the waves. Tap the part
of the animal that you can see to reveal full image.
Tap images for animation.

$1.99
Free “lite”
version
available.

Also available from Touch & Learn: “Peekaboo Farm”
for $1.99.
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Spot the Farm
Animal

Two modes available: “Play” and “Learn.” In “Learn”
mode, each page displays one animal, along with the
name of the animal (spoken and written) and the
sound the animal makes. Tap the arrow to navigate
between animals. In “Play” mode, a farm scene with
several animals is displayed along with a question
(spoken and written) directing the student to tap a
specified animal (“Where is the turkey?” “Do you see
a goat?”).

Free

Free
Spot the Jungle Animal is also available
for free.

Learning
Games for KidsPhoto Touch
Zoo

Includes over 300 photos of both common and exotic
animals. Option to display from 1-10 animals per
page. On each page, the name of one of the animals is
spoken and written. Tap the specified animal to
advance to next screen. This app is fully customizable.
Option to add images, and to add, edit, or delete
spoken cues.

Preschool Games- Farm Animals by
Photo Touch is also available for $0.99.

Animals for
Tots
(AppAnnex,
LLC)

Includes 10 forest animals. Animals respond to touch
with realistic sounds and animations. The name of
each animal is spoken and shown. Option to record
animal names in your own voice and language and to
write animal names in your own language.

$0.99

$0.99
$0.99
includes
forest
animals;
additional
$0.99 in-app
purchase for
farm
animals.
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Photo Safari
HD

Injini:
Childhood
Development
Game Suite

Includes 50 animals and three activities. For the first
activity, the picture of one of the animals is shown
along with the verbal and written direction to “Find
the _____.” Press the “go” button to see images of
from 4-40 animals. (Change how many animals are
displayed in the settings menu.) Tap the picture of the
specified animal. Other activities include looking at a
scrapbook of pictures of all the animals you have
found during game play and a “find the animals”
speed round.

Injini includes 10 learning games designed for young
children with cognitive, language, and fine motor
delays. Several of these games are geared toward
development of fine-motor skills: Balloons (tap to pop
balloons of specified colors); Letters (build capital and
lower case letters with puzzle pieces); Frog (improve
prewriting skills by drawing lines from frog to insects);
Puzzles (over 90 puzzles of varying degrees of
difficulty); and Tracing (move the ball along the path
to trace the shapes). Most games feature 8 or more
levels of difficulty that can be set for specific student
prior to game play.

Lite version includes 8 of the 10 games (no frog game
or letter game). Within each game, 3 of the 8+ levels
are included.

Bugs and
Buttons

Includes 18 learning games, some for developing early
learning skills and others for working on fine-motor
and visual-motor skills. Activities that work on finemotor/visual motor skills include: Connect Dots;
Button Truck (track and tap moving buttons); BugMazing (lead a bug to the goal by tracing your finger
along the path); Roach Racing (race your roach against
others by alternating taps as quickly as possible); and
Pinch & Grab (catch tarantulas and ants or recycle
cans by pinching and dragging).

$0.99

$49.99

Free “lite”
version
available.

$2.99
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Toddler Stamps Stamp activity app. Tap to choose one of 10
backgrounds. Tap one of 10 stamps to select it. (Scroll
HD

stamp bar horizontally to access over 100 stamps.)Tap
background to place the stamp in the scene. Each
background has its own musical score, which plays
throughout activity. Every stamp animates and makes
a sound when placed. App is periodically updated to
include new seasonal backgrounds and stamps.

ClickySticky

Tap to select one of 7 background scenes. Swipe
horizontally on sticker bar to see choices of stickers.
Touch and hold a sticker in the bar and drag the
sticker to the scene. Stickers are animated and
produce sound effects. Each sticker can be scaled and
rotated.

$0.99

Free “lite”
version
available.

$1.99

Other apps in the ClickySticky series include:
ClickySticky Cars, ClickySticky Superheros, ClickySticky
Trains, and ClickySticky Halloween, at $1.99 each.

Build-It-Up
(MyFirstApp)

Wood Puzzle
HD
(Tropisounds)

Build It Up helps develop visual perceptual and fine
motor skills for toddlers, ages 2.5 and up. It also helps
develop primary math concepts, such as size and top/
bottom. Each board displays parts of an image. The
goal of the game is to assemble the parts correctly,
one on top of the other, to assemble the completed
image.

Free with
option to
add
additional
puzzles for
$0.99 in-app
purchase.

Includes 30 puzzles. Shapes snap into place on top of
silhouette puzzles. Options include: Rotation Off (The
pieces do not rotate, they just slide into place, making
it easier for beginners); Rotation On (Rotate pieces
with one or two fingers to place them correctly); Baby
Mode (The puzzle puts itself together, but user can
also touch and move pieces). App auto-advances
through puzzles randomly.

$1.99

Free version includes 3 puzzles. Tropisounds also
makes 3 seasonal wood puzzle apps (Wood Puzzle
Halloween, Wood Puzzle Easter, and Wood Puzzle
Christmas), which are available for $1.99 each and
sometimes have free versions as well.

Free “lite”
version
available.
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Shape Builderthe Preschool
Learning Puzzle
Game

Includes 146 puzzles. Shapes snap into place on top of
silhouette image. Each puzzle has 5-10 pieces. After
positioning the pieces, the “real” image is revealed,
along with voice recording of the name of the image.
App auto-advances through puzzles randomly.
Free version includes 15 puzzles.

Shape Builder Spanish is available for $0.99

$0.99

Free “lite”
version
available.

$0.99

Preschool
Games- Little
Puzzles Toys

Includes over 50 puzzles. Options to adjust difficulty
levels: number of pieces (4-32) and pre-fill (on easy
setting 50% of the puzzle is pre-filled, on medium
setting 25% of puzzle is pre-filled, and on hard setting
0% of puzzle is pre-filled). Add your own images using
photos from your photo album.

Free

Shape-O ABCs

Includes over 100 puzzles. Each puzzle incorporates
shapes, letters, words, colors, and sounds. Shapes and
letters snap into place on top of silhouette images.
Tap on image of puzzle to choose it. Option of 3 levels
of difficulty.

$1.99

Shapes &
Puzzles by
Pirate Trio

Over 200 inset-style puzzles. Students use geometrical
shapes to construct pre-defined images of buildings,
vehicles, animals, plants, etc. Drag geometrical shape
to its corresponding outline on the puzzle board.
Includes “quiz” section in which students are asked to
tap a specific shape: Choose the green diamond; Click
on the dark blue oval; select the blue pentagon, etc.

$2.99

iBuild ABCs

Choose an uppercase letter to “build.” Build letters by
matching the parts to the guidelines shown. Finish by
adding the hardware. Each letter offers different
types of puzzles and materials to build with.

$0.99
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Magic Sorter

Please note: This is not a traditional sorting app,
despite the name. The app includes 5 puzzle-style
activities. Drag and drop each piece of the puzzle onto
its matching silhouette. Match according to shape,
color, and/or size, depending on activity chosen.

$1.99

Baby Painter

This is a very simple doodle app. Use a single finger or
multiple fingers to draw. The color will change with
each new line automatically. The size of line is
determined by how long student holds finger on
screen before beginning new line.

$0.99

Uncolor for
iPad

App opens to gray textured screen. Rub finger across
screen to reveal hidden image underneath. When
image is completely revealed, the image briefly
animates/ plays sounds. The app then auto-advances
to next image.

$0.99

Uncolor Dogs for iPad is also available for $0.99.

Bug Builderthe Toddler
Paint and
Decorate Game

Tap one of four shapes to choose shape for your bug.
Tap a color and draw on shape to decorate. After
drawing/coloring on bug shape, tap on shape multiple
times to transform shape into a bug.

$1.99

Little Fingers

Tap one of six paint pots to choose your color. Slide
finger across white background to draw. Option to
change color palette and brush size.

Free

Paint My Wings Choose one of three butterflies by tapping the

$0.99

butterfly button. Tap a color and start drawing on one
wing to make the identical pattern appear on the
other wing.
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Cookie Doodle

Make virtual cookies by tapping, rolling, tilting to
pour, stirring, spreading, piping icing, etc. Includes 199
cookie cutters, 48 different sprinkles, and 85 candy
toppings.

$0.99

iDoodle Card

Choose from over 50 drawing pages, each with a
background and an idea for drawing on the
background. For instance, one page shows two
ladybugs without their spots and is accompanied by
written instruction “Draw dots for the ladybugs” as
well as a model of ladybugs with dots. Simple user
interface: only 6 colored pens and 2 erasers.

$0.99

iLuv Drawing
Animals- Learn
to Draw 40
animals

This app includes very simple traceable templates
coupled with voice instruction. Trace over the steps.
Retrieve next steps by pressing the right arrow. After
the drawing is complete, the reference drawing
disappears and only the traced drawing remains.
“Paint bucket” feature allows user to color in closed
areas with just a tap. Choose from a variety of
backgrounds for your drawing.

$2.99

Free

iLuv Drawing Santa HD is available for
free.

Wood Puzzle
Maze HD

Tap to choose one of 14 maze games. Slide items
along the correct track to match them to their
appropriate destinations, for instance: slide fruits
along the maze to place them in their corresponding
baskets.

$1.99

iWrite Words

Guides students to write letters, numbers, and words
by dragging Mr. Crab along a numbered path. Highly
customizable. Change size of letters and numbers with
slider at bottom of screen. Choose between two
handwriting styles, uppercase or lower case letters,
and level of difficulty.

$2.99

Free “lite”
version
available.
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LetterSchool

Highly customizable app includes options for working
on upper case letters, lower case letters, or numbers
in one of three handwriting styles: Zaner-Bloser,
D’Nealian, or HWT. Includes 4 activities per
letter/number: Introduction (discover name, shape,
and sound of letter); Tap (learn where to start, change
directions, and finish by tapping the dots); Trace;
Write (from memory, given some auditory cues).

LetterSchool Lite contains all the features

$2.99

of the full version of LetterSchool for a small subset of
letters and numbers.

Free

Write My
Name by Injini

Write My Name includes 3 activities: The “ABC
Alphabet Book” activity focuses on learning and
tracing the individual uppercase and lowercase letters.
The “Word Cards” activity introduces over 100
common sight words for students to trace in either
uppercase or lowercase letters. The “My Name”
activity allows teachers and parents to create 36
individualized tags with pictures and words, so that
students can practice tracing words that are
particularly meaningful to them.

Introductory
price for
limited time
is $1.99.

ABC
PocketPhonics

ABC PocketPhonics introduces students to letter
sounds and guides them to form letters using a
“follow-me” arrow. This app is highly customizable.
Choose D’Nealian style or Zoner-Bloser style letters in
lowercase, uppercase, or cursive. Choose settings (off,
easy, normal, hard) to check how closely the student’s
letter formation approximates the model and whether
the strokes are in the right order. After a series of
letter-tracing activities, the app moves to a wordgame activity. The app “says” a sound and the student
taps on the letter corresponding to that sound from a
field of 3. When the whole word has been formed in
this manner, the app sounds out the word, says the
word, and shows a picture of the word.

$2.99

Free “lite”
version
available.
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Starfall ABCs

Tap an alphabet block to begin. Letter names, letter
sounds in isolation, and letter sounds within words
are presented along with corresponding pictures.
Most pictures are animated. Both uppercase and
lowercase letters are shown. Many examples given for
each letter. Puzzles and quizzes at the end of each
letter exploration.

$2.99

Wee Sing &
Learn ABC

Narrator reads and then sings a sentence for each
letter. Each word in the sentence is highlighted as it is
read or sung. Press additional buttons on each page to
see and hear more words beginning with that letter.
Every letter is associated with a type of animal and an
instrument.

Introductory
price for
limited time
is $2.99.

Interactive
Alphabet-ABC
Flashcards

Every letter is an interactive activity: Tap to eat the
apple for letter A; Tap to make the dinosaur roar for
letter D; Play the xylophone for letter X. Upper and
lower case letters shown. Letter name and sound
voiced for every letter. “Baby mode” option (auto
advances cards every 15 seconds). Additionally, sings
alphabet song while enlarging each letter as it is sung.

$2.99

AlphaTots

Letters of the alphabet are all represented by action$2.99
based words, with corresponding interactive activities:
ADD candles to the cake for letter A; BUILD a robot for
letter B; STACK the rings for letter S, etc. Names and
sounds of letters are given. Choose uppercase or
lowercase letters.
Sing-along alphabet song included.

Elmo Loves
ABC’s for iPad

Songs, videos, coloring pages, and games about
letters. Activities for letter identification, letter
sounds, and letter tracing.
Alphabet song included.

$4.99
Free, “lite”
version
available

Lite version includes 3 letters.
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Letter of the
Day Interactive
Activities

Start by choosing a letter. App includes a chant for
each letter, plus an activity in which student taps a
picture/word that starts with specified letter sound.

$1.99

Beginning
Sounds
Interactive
Game

Match words that share the same beginning sound.
Tap and drag picture balls and drop them into the
correct spots on the board.

$0.99

Word WizardTalking
Movable
Alphabet

Choose uppercase or lowercase letters. Choose letter
name or letter sound for interactive activities. Drag a
letter from the alphabet to the grid to hear letter
name or sound. Drag a series of letters together to
create words and hear them spelled or sounded out
and then spoken.

$2.99

Spanish Word Wizard is available for $4.99.

$4.99

Choose letter names or sounds. Choose between two
fonts. Includes 174 words. Each page features a
picture, a word, and letters corresponding to the
word. Tap picture to hear word spoken. Drag
individual letters to match to letters in word.

$4.99

FirstWords:
Deluxe

Free
FirstWords: Sampler includes 6 words only.

FirstWords: Spanish includes 114 words

$4.99

and uses letter names only.
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Toddler
Counting

Counting from 1-20. Choose “Easier” for numerals 110. A set of objects appears on each page. Tap each
item to count it. Each object grays out on first touch
so it cannot be counted twice. Counts out loud as
child touches each object. Digits are displayed along
with the sounds. Uses photographs.

$0.99

Counting Bear

Counting from 1-20. Each page shows a number of
objects from 1-20. Students tap each object on the
page, while seeing and hearing the numeral for each
object as it is tapped. Fully customizable: Choose
minimum and maximum number of objects to be
displayed, and add own images.

$0.99

Counting from 1-20. Includes 5 play modes: learn to
Montessori
Counting Board count, learn to count up, learn to count down, drag to

$0.99

count up, and drag to count down. Adjust minimum
and maximum number of objects to be displayed.

TallyTots

Counting from 1-20. Tap a numeral to begin. The app
counts out loud from one to your chosen number
while showing corresponding digits. There is a
different activity for each of 20 numbers: put 10
puzzle pieces in the puzzle; race 2 cars around the
track; water 5 plants.

$2.99

Park Math HDby Duck Duck
Moose

Introduces early math concepts: numbers; addition;
greater than/less than; subtraction; patterns;
counting; and ordering. Includes 3 levels. Level 1
includes counting up to 20 and addition/subtraction
with numbers up to 5. Level 2 includes counting up to
50 and addition/subtraction with numbers up to 10.
Level 3 includes counting up to 100 and
addition/subtraction with numbers up to 20.

$1.99
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Counting with
the Very
Hungry
Caterpillar for
iPad

Five levels of game play using items from the Very
Hungry Caterpillar story. In Level 1, numerals are
spoken and displayed as students tap on the items to
count them. In Level 2, students tap the requested
items to hear and see them counted. In Level 3,
students tap the requested number of items from a
larger field of identical items. In Level 4, students tap
the requested number of items from a larger field of a
variety of items. Level 5 is a game in which students
tap the requested numbers of specific items within a
one-minute time frame.

$2.99

SimpleSort:
Counting

Works on numbers 1-10. Three different game
options, with option to play all three games
consecutively or only the game you select. Play the
games with a choice of 3, 4, 5, or 6 sorting buckets.
Games include: “Count, Sort, and Place in Order”;
“Count and Add”; and Count and Compare”.

$0.99

Learn numbers from 1-100+. Find and touch the
Preschool
Numbers Game requested numeral or number of items on each page.

Free

Highly customizable. Option to select the minimum
and maximum numbers to display on each page,
option to select the specific numbers or number
groups you want student to work on, and option to
add your own images.

Matching
Game- My First
Numbers

Works on numbers 1-10. Match identical numbers of
items and/or match numerals to their corresponding
number of objects. Highly customizable. Option to
select the minimum and maximum numbers to display
on each page. Difficulty level adjusted manually or
automatically.

$0.99

Pre K Math HD

Features 22 math games emphasizing: counting from
1-10; reading and writing numerals from 1-10;
learning and classifying different shapes; ordering and
sequencing from 1-10; and understanding more and
less.

$1.99
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Monkey Math
School
Sunshine

Features activities for counting, sequencing,
patterning, and adding and subtracting. Although
there are 9 different activities, they are not chosen by
the user/parent/teacher, but are randomly presented
throughout game play. Collect reward stickers to place
in virtual aquarium.

$0.99

I Learn with
Poko: Fun
Counting and
Additons ! HD

Three activities work on counting and adding objects.
In Level 1, students add up to six objects with similar
attributes from 2 different sets of objects to get a
total. In Level 2, students add up to 10 objects from 3
sets of objects. In Level 3, students add up to 15
objects from 3 sets of objects. Game play is adjusted
automatically.

$2.99

Adding Apples

Student enters equations using in-game keypad that
resembles a calculator. When the student enters the
first numeral for an equation, a corresponding
number of apples drop into a box at the top of the
screen. Student then taps the “+.” When student taps
the second numeral for his/her equation, a
corresponding number of apples (differently colored
than the first set) drop into the box. Student can add
the apples by counting them and selecting
corresponding numeral from a choice of three or by
tapping the equals sign and selecting the
corresponding numeral from a choice of three.

$0.99

SpeakColors
HD

App includes 7 common colors and 200 photographs
of objects. Each screen displays selection of colors at
the top, so that colors can be easily selected during
game play. In Phrase Mode, each screen displays a
button showing the chosen color and a button
showing an item in the chosen color. Tap the buttons
to hear a phrase, e.g. “white bird.” In Sentence Mode,
“little words” are displayed between the buttons. Tap
all the buttons to hear a sentence, e.g. “The bird is
white.” Students can record themselves saying the
phrase or sentence by pressing the “record” button at
the bottom of the screen.

$1.99

Free “lite”
version
available.
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Photo Touch
Colors

Option to display from 2-6 objects at a time. Each
page displays your chosen number of objects and a
voiced instruction to find a specific item, such as “the
black dog” or “the pink flower.” Uses photographs for
all items.

$0.99

Shapes Toddler
Preschool

Includes 3 activities: Quizzing, Flashcards, and Toy
Box. In Quizzing mode, each page depicts several
shapes and a written word corresponding to one of
the shapes. Voiced instructions direct the student to
find a specific shape.

Free

Spanish option available in the Menu section of the
app.
Toddler Teasers has additional apps available (Letters
Toddler Preschool, Colors Toddler Preschool, and
Numbers Toddler Preschool) for $0.99 each.

Complete Toddler Preschool includes
all Toddler Teaser categories (shapes, numbers,
letters, colors, etc.) within a single app.

KIDpedia
Interactive
Shapes

Screen displays a grid with 10 shapes at the bottom
and a blank canvas at the top. Tap on any shape in the
grid to hear its name and to see it displayed on the
canvas. Shapes can be moved around the canvas. Tap
a shape on the canvas to hear its name again and to
see it rotate. Tap the title bar to remove all shapes
from the canvas.

$2.99

Free

Spanish language available in Options menu on the
opening screen.
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JANES ABCs
123s

JANES ABCs 123s is a set of interactive flash cards,
developed to teach children their ABCs and letter
sounds. The app also includes numbers, shapes, and
colors. All words and images are interactive.
Pronunciation of each letter in every ABC word.

$0.99

TeachMe:
Toddler

Includes activities for: Letters (uppercase and
lowercase); Phonics; Numbers 1-20; Shapes; Colors;
Counting (1-10). App allows you to keep track of the
progress of 4 students.

$0.99

In-app purchase allows you to track more players, for
$1.99 per each 5 additional students.

TeachMe: Kindergarten Is also

$0.99

available for $0.99 and includes activities for sight
words, addition, subtraction and spelling.

Quizzing
Toddler
Preschool

Quizzes in four categories: Shapes; Colors; Numbers;
Letters. (Additional categories are available for free
download within the app.) Quiz categories can be
turned on/off. Each screen shows multiple shapes,
colors, numbers, or letters, depending on categories
chosen. Written and verbal instructions direct student
to find a specified item.

$1.99

Spanish option available in the Menu section of the
app.

Monkey
Preschool
Lunchbox

Features activities for learning colors, matching,
counting, letters, puzzles, spot the difference, and
shapes. Although there are 7 different activities, they
are not chosen by the user/parent/teacher, but are
randomly presented throughout game play. Collect
reward stickers.

$0.99
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Alien Buddies

Matching activities for colors, shapes, numerals, and
$1.99
letters. Option to match visually identical items or to
hear the name of the item and find the named item.
Option to match lowercase letters to lowercase
letters, uppercase letters to uppercase letters, or
lowercase letters to uppercase letters. Option to
match numerals 1-10, 1-20, or 1-50. Alien Buddies also
includes simple dot-to-dot activities (connect the dots
from lowest to highest), puzzles (with the option of 4,
6, or 8 puzzle pieces), and sticker book activities.

Jr BINGO

Single-player bingo activities using letters (with a
choice of uppercase or lower case letters, as well as a
choice between letter names and letter sounds),
numerals (with a choice of number range from 1-10 to
1-100), or shapes. In Bingo Mode, student hears the
name of an item and taps that item on the bingo card.
In Practice Mode, items are presented one at a time,
flash-card style. The student identifies the item
verbally and taps the “hear the answer” button to see
if they identified the item correctly.

Over 220 different pairs to match in 5 categories
Preschool
Memory Match (transportation, musical instruments, animals/bugs,

$0.99

Free

food, and objects). Easy Mode displays 12 cards (6
pairs) to match; Medium Mode displays 20 cards (10
pairs); Hard Mode displays 30 cards; and Super Hard
Mode displays 100 cards. Name of matching pair is
spoken when match is made.

Memory Fun

Options include selection of from 4 cards (2 matched
pairs) to 18 cards (9 matched pairs). Name of
matching pair is spoken when match is made. Over
100 images included.

$2.99

This version is voiced in American English. Check for
other versions in language of your choice.
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Match It Up 1

Match identical objects. Each board features a central
image surrounded by 7 related images. One of the
surrounding images matches the central one. Drag
identical image on top of central image.

Match it Up 2: Match visually related
images (e.g. part/whole; black and white/color;
outline/image, etc.) Each board features a central
image surrounded by 7 related images. One of the
surrounding images is a match to the central one.
Drag related image on top of central image.

Free with
option of
unlocking
more
activities
with $0.99
in-app
purchase.

Match it Up 3: Match conceptually
related images (e.g. monkey/banana; goldfish/bowl;
rain cloud/ rain drops, etc.). Each board features a
central image surrounded by 7 related images. One of
the surrounding images is a match to the central one.
Drag related image on top of central image.

Montessori
Matching
Board

Drag and drop items on the left side of the screen to
the spaces next to identical items on the right side of
the screen. Option of from 1-8 items per page. Choose
to match items for any or all of the following
categories: ABC uppercase, ABC lowercase, basic
shapes, advanced shapes, and numerals 1-20. Option
to add, edit or delete items.

$0.99

SimpleSort for
iPad

Sort vehicles, items from nature, tools, shapes,
holiday items, furniture, people, clothing, toys,
instruments, vegetables, colors, electronics, and/or
animals. Select from 2-6 categories to play. Tap an
item to hear its name. Drag items to corresponding
category buckets.

$0.99

Spanish option available in opening menu.
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Sort it Out 1

Each board consists of 24 objects that can be divided
into 3 categories. Drag the objects to the correct
category. Items and categories are not named in this
app.

Free with
option of
unlocking
more
activities
with $0.99
in-app
purchase.

Educational
Kids GameLittle Patterns
Toys

Each screen displays a pattern at the top (with a blank
space at the end of the sequence) and a selection of
pictures on the bottom of the screen. Drag the picture
that completes the sequence onto the blank space.
Option to have each picture say its name when
tapped. Option to add your own pictures. Difficulty
adjusted manually or automatically.

$0.99

$0.99

Also available in the same series:

Pre-K Little Patterns Colors
$0.99

Little Patterns- Animals- Educational
Learning Game for Kids
$0.99

Little Patterns Shapes- Kids Pattern
Recognition Game
Little Patterns Numbers- Learn to Recognize $0.99
and Complete Patterns
For Kids- Learn Little Patterns ABC
Create My Own This app allows you to create your own flashcards. For
each flashcard you want to make, take a photograph
Flashcards

$0.99
$0.99

or select one from your photo album. Then add text
and voice. Flashcards are displayed one at a time.
Student taps or swipes to see/hear next flashcard in
the series.
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Noodle WordsActive Word
Game Set 1

Includes 18 action words, such as: spin, jump, dance,
and eat. Each screen displays one word. Tap the word
to see the action corresponding to the word. For
example, the word “jump” jumps on the screen and
the word “spin” spins on the screen. Two characters
animate each word, as well.

$1.99

Smart Play

Each screen displays a scene (such as farm, meadow,
ocean, park, school, breakfast, etc.) on the left side
and a list of words on the right side. Tap the words to
hear their names. Drag and drop the words into the
scene to transform the words into their corresponding
pictures.

Free for first
scene.
Additional
scenes
available as
in-app
purchases
for $1.99.

Stop Go!

A timer in the form of a traffic light. Set the timer to
red-amber-green as a timeout timer. Set the timer to
green-amber-red as an activity timer or a turn-taking
timer. Each light can be set from 5 seconds to 99
minutes. A bell chimes as each light changes.

Free

(Generate
Learning)

Please note: You will need to set auto-lock on your
iPad to a longer duration than you set the timer in the
app, so that the iPad does not go to sleep while the
timer is counting down.

Starfall
Snowman

Focuses on beginning reading and counting skills
within the context of following instructions to build a
snowman. App also includes activities for matching
number sets to numerals and colors to color words.
Includes “Ten Little Snowmen” song in which words to
song are highlighted as they are sung.

Starfall Gingerbread focuses on learning

$0.99

$0.99

shapes and colors within the context of building a
gingerbread character. Run your gingerbread boy or
girl through a maze by following shapes or shape
patterns.
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